### Shortlisting Criteria


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specialization</th>
<th>Shortlisting criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Structural Engineering** | 1. FT Regular (General and OBC)  
(a) CGPA ≥ 8.0 or 77.5% (with M.Tech Degree)  
(b) CGPA ≥ 8.75 or 87.5% (with B.Tech Degree)  
2. FT Regular (SC/ST/PD): CGPA > 7.15 or 65% (with M.Tech degree)  
3. PT ≥ 8 (Combined score for academic performance and experience) |
| **Geotechnical and Geoenvironment Engineering** | 1. For GEN Category Full-Time candidates:  
M.Tech. (Geotech.) Degree awarded with a CGPA of 8.0 on 10 point scale or 80% marks / B.Tech (Civil) degree awarded/a certificate stating that the candidate has completed Degree Requirement on the date of interview with CGPA of 8.5/10 or 85%.  
2. For OBC Category Full-Time candidates:  
M.Tech. (Geotech.) Degree with CGPA of minimum 7.5/10 or 75% marks / B.Tech (Civil) degree awarded/a Certificate stating that candidate has completed Degree Requirements on the date of interview with a CGPA of 8.0/10 or 80%.  
3. For SC/ST/PD Category Full-Time candidates:  
M.Tech. (Geotech.) Degree with CGPA of minimum 7.0/10 or 70% marks / B.Tech (Civil) degree awarded/a Certificate stating that candidate has completed Degree Requirements on the date of interview with a CGPA of 7.5/10 or 75%.  
4. For GEN Category (Part-Time/Part-Time Sponsored) candidates:  
M.Tech. (Geotech., Engg. Geology/Minning) Degree with a CGPA of 7.5/10 or 75% plus minimum of two years of experience.  
5. For OBC : M.Tech. (Geotech.) Degree with a CGPA of 7.0/10 or 70% plus minimum of two years of experience.  
| **Water Resources Engineering** | 1. FT Regular (General and OBC)  
M.Tech with CGPA of minimum 8.5 on 10 point scale or minimum of 85% marks or B.Tech with CGPA of minimum 9.0 on 10 point scale or minimum of 90% marks.  
2. FT Regular (SC/ST/PD)  
M.Tech with CGPA of minimum 7.5 on 10 point scale or minimum of 70% marks or B.Tech with CGPA of minimum 8.2 on 10 point scale or minimum of 80% marks.  
4. Part-Time: (General and OBC)  
M.Tech with CGPA of minimum 8.0 on 10 point scale or minimum of 77.5% marks and minimum 2 years experience; Combined academic performance and experience score of minimum 8 out of 10.  
| **Environmental Engineering & Management** | 1. FT Regular (General and OBC)  
M. Tech/ M.E. with CGPA of min 8.50 on 10 point scale or min 80% marks.  
B.E./B.Tech./M.Sc. with CGPA of min 9.0 on 10 point scale or min 85% marks.  
2. For SC/ST/PH category Full Time candidate:  
M.Tech./M.E. with CGPA of min 8.0 on 10 point scale or min 75% of marks.  
B.E./B.Tech./M.Sc. with CGPA of min 8.50 on 10 point scale or min 80% of marks  
For Part-Time candidate:  
≥ 8 (Combined score for academic performance plus minimum 2 years experience) |
| **Transportation Engg.** | Institute Criteria + M.Tech degree |
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